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Abstract. In this work we propose scaling down the image resolution of an autonomous vehicle and measuring
the performance difference using pre-determined metrics. We formulated a testing strategy and provided suit-
able testing metrics for RC driven autonomous vehicles. Our goal is to measure and prove that scaling down an
image will result in faster response time and higher speeds. Our model shows an increase in response rate of
the neural models, improving safety and results in the car having higher speeds.

1 Introduction

Autonomous driving algorithms give vehicles the capabil-
ity of sensing their environment and moving safely with
little or no human input. Autonomous Driving (AD)
scenarios are considered very complex environments as
they are highly dynamic containing multiple object classes
that move at different speeds in diverse directions [1].
Since the DARPA Grand Challenge competition [2], au-
tonomous driving has been actively researched [3]. Sig-
nificant progress in Machine Learning (ML) techniques
like Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) over the last decade
has enabled the development of safety-critical ML systems
like autonomous cars. Several major car manufacturers in-
cluding Tesla, GM, Ford, BMW, and Waymo/Google are
building and actively testing these cars [1].

Modern autonomous vehicles combine a variety of
sensors and cameras to perceive their surroundings and
utilize advanced control systems to interpret the sen-
sory information to identify appropriate navigation paths.
These various sensors each have their own advantages and
disadvantages. For instance, ultrasonic sensors provide
good performance of depth measurement for close ob-
stacles but they lack semantic information and perform
poorly for far objects. Camera sensors, on the other hand,
provide rich color information from which scene seman-
tics can be extracted. However, they lack information on
depth and rely on scene illumination [2]. One goal of au-
tonomous driving is to make a vehicle sense its environ-
ment and navigate without human input [4], and to main-
tain control similarly to humans so that the vehicle’s mo-
tion is interpretable and comfortable [3].

Now, the major challenge becomes how to get the
neural networks into series production cars, in a safety-
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conform way [5]. There have been a lot of strides re-
cently in the development of open source software for
small portable autonomous vehicles. These portable ve-
hicles are aimed at enthusiasts who are curious about ma-
chine learning and also at researchers who want to develop
better and more enhanced autonomous driving algorithms.
They are cheaper than actual autonomous cars and offer an
environment to speedily develop and test the driving algo-
rithms.

However, before a neural network finds its way into
series production cars, it has to first undergo strict assess-
ment concerning functional safety [5]. Although open-
source and widely available, limited testing has been done
on the true capabilities of these small portable vehicles and
more work is needed to see if the results they provide us
with can be consistent and reliable. This research down-
scales the images from a portable autonomous racing car
and tests both the modified and pre-modified system with
the aim of achieving an increase in speed and response
rate of the autonomous vehicle. The goal is to increase the
speed and response rate of the autonomous vehicle while
assessing its reliability for research.

There have been several research using RC cars, how-
ever, no one has asked the question of how varying de-
grees of image sizes affects the overall behaviour of a
deep-neural-network-driven autonomous car. To our best
knowledge, we are the first to look into and question
whether or not RC vehicles are suitable for research ac-
tivities. We also believe that we are the first to look at the
influence of image resolution on vehicle speed. The con-
tributions of our work are as follows:

• We demonstrate that downscaling the image size of an
autonomous vehicle results in higher speeds.

• We also show downscaling images results in faster re-
sponse rate and thus increases safety.

• We analyze the different neural network models avail-
able in the system.
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• We provide a testing framework for research using RC
based autonomous vehicles.

• We perform testing on the capabilities of RC driven au-
tonomous vehicles.

• We provide experimental evidence proving our hypoth-
esis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter
2 provides more background information on deep learn-
ing and RC autonomous cars. In Chapter 3, we provide
detailed information on the neural network models avail-
able for use in the system. Chapter 4 describes the sys-
tem model in use. Chapter 5 describes our simulation and
experiment setup. In Chapter 6, we present our results.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Learning for Autonomous Driving

Classical methods provide of general self-driving poor
performance compared to deep learning methods in addi-
tion to high complexity due to complicated pipelines used.
Deep learning algorithms are becoming successful beyond
object detection [4, 2]. Deep learning can be applied to a
self-driving car to recognize objects in front of the vehi-
cle or to judge for itself when any situation arises. But to
make these judgements, we need a lot of data as training
data [5, 6]. In this paper, we collect learning data with an
end-to-end method [1] and an autonomous driving tech-
nique announced by Nvidia using car games [7].

Figure 1: Deep-Neural-Network-Driven Autonomous Car

The key component of an autonomous vehicle is the
perception module controlled by the underlying Deep
Neural Network (DNN). Fig. 1 shows an autonomous car
with a deep-neural-network. The DNN takes input from
different sensors like camera, light detection and ranging
sensor (LiDAR), and IR (infrared) sensor that measure the
environment and outputs the steering angle, braking, etc.
necessary to maneuver the car safely under current condi-
tions. The first few layers of an autonomous car DNN ex-
tract low-level features such as edges and directions, while
the deeper layers identify objects like stop signs and other

cars, and the final layer outputs the steering decision (e.g.,
turning left or right). Each layer of a DNN consists of a se-
quence of individual computing units called neurons. The
neurons in different layers are connected with each other
through edges and each edge has a corresponding weight
[1].

2.2 Donkey Car

Donkey car is an open source Do-It-Yourself (DIY) self-
driving platform for small vehicles. Donkey is a high-level
self-driving library written in Python, developed with a fo-
cus on enabling fast experimentation and easy contribution
[8]. It uses Raspberry Pi 4, or similar boards, together with
a camera to control an RC car to drive through tracks au-
tonomously. It is one of the most popular RC cars used by
both enthusiasts and researchers who are striving to further
develop the field.

3 Neural Network Architecture

In this section, we detail the different neural network ar-
chitectures available in donkey car. Neural networks have
proven to be a very good way of training images that have
been collected [9]. It is crucial to perform testing on neu-
ral networks to make sure they are consistent in their re-
sults. Keras is a high-level neural network API written in
Python. It is good for fast implementation and capable of
running on TensorFlow. Donkey car uses keras to repro-
duce the steering and throttle based-on the image the cam-
era sees [8]. Table 1 provides a summary of the different
neural network models used in donkey car.

4 System Model

In this section we have provided a detailed list of the var-
ious components used in the system and also highlighted
their importance.

4.1 Autonomous Driving System

Creating a system specification is one of the major chal-
lenges in testing a complex neural-based system like au-
tonomous vehicle [1]. Fig. 2. shows an overview of our
autonomous self-driving system that we used in this pa-
per. Autonomous driving is achieved by recording images
and your inputs while you’re driving it. The data is then
retrieved and fed into a neural network to train the data
and output a file. Finally, the output is then placed into
the car and it will use this for inference in order to achieve
self-driving.

In summary, our car drives in the following steps:

• Use a controller to move the car and simultaneously col-
lect data using the camera.

• Train the data collected on a google colaboratory server.

• Transfer the deep learning output from the server to the
car.

• Input commands for self-driving.
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Table 1: Description of Neural Networks of the System

Neural Network Network Structure Output

Keras Linear
5 conv. layers
2 dense layers 2 dense layers with 1 scalar output each for steering & throttle

Keras Categorical
5 conv. layers
2 dense layers

2 dense layers
16 & 20 w categorical output

Keras IMU
5 conv. layers
2 dense layers
3 dense layers for vector data

2 dense layers with 1 scalar output each for steering & throttle

Keras Latent
5 conv. layers to a 10x1x1 vector
6 Conv2dTranspose layers (b4 outputting images)

2 dense layers with 1 scalar output each for steering & throttle
Outputs Images

Keras RNN

4 time distr. conv. layers
2 LSTM layers
3 dense layers
Driving controls

1 dense layer with 2 scalar outputs for steering & throttle

Keras 3D
4 3D conv. layers (each with max pooling)
2 dense layers
Driving controls

1 dense layer with 2 scalar outputs for steering & throttle

Keras Behavior
5 conv. layers
2 dense layers
Driving controls

Categorical steering
Throttle is similar to keras linear

Keras Localizer
5 conv. layers
2 dense layers

2 dense layers with 1 scalar each output for steering & throttle
1 categorical output for location

Figure 2: Overview of Autonomous Driving System

4.2 Data Acquisition

Cameras are a very common way of getting input data for
autonomous vehicles. They have proven to excel in pro-
viding rich colors and a very comprehensive and detailed
“world view”. A. Ghofrani et. al. [10] used an end-to-end
RGB-based Indoor Camera Positioning System using deep
convolutional neural networks. R. Blin et. al. [11] has
demonstrated road scene analysis by using polarization-
encoded images. We gathered over 10,000 images and
each image has its own JSON file associated with it as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Inside each JSON file, the steering
angle, throttle speed and time is recorded for each image
frame. Fig. 3(b). shows the distribution of the image data
with number of images on the y-axis and steering angle on
the x-axis. A +ve x-axis value indicates that the car was
moving to the right while a -ve value indicates that the car
was moving to the left side.

4.3 Raspberry Pi Controller

Several projects including [12, 7] have used raspberry pi in
their implementations. And while raspberry pi can be used
for various computations, it falls short when trying to run
deep learning models on it [7]. For this reason, we only
use the raspberry pi for the least computationally inten-
sive tasks such as inference and we reserved running deep

learning models on google colaboratory. We also keep in
mind the limited processing power of raspberry pi when
making changes to the system. To achieve inference, we
first installed raspian as a fundamental linux-based OS.
We then installed python because it is the de-facto pro-
gramming language for AI development. We then installed
Tensor-flow as a library for deep learning. Finally, we in-
stalled the donkey car software to provide the controls nec-
essary for donkey car hardware.

4.4 Google Colaboratory

Rendering a collection of images sufficiently large for ma-
chine learning algorithm training and evaluation is pro-
hibitively slow with only one machine. Using cloud re-
sources, in our case the Google Cloud Platform, we cre-
ated many images in parallel to create a significant data
set in a practical amount of time. Donkey car has both in-
ference and training capabilities. But due to limited com-
putation, we only use it for inference. For training, we
use Google Colaboratory because it provides free power-
ful computational resources. Images were modified using
image manipulation techniques borrowed from [13, 14].
We then modified the system to be able to operate on all
varying degree of input image resolutions.

5 Simulation and Experiment

5.1 Simulation Setup

We set up a simulation experiment of donkey car on the
Linux Ubuntu operating system as shown in Fig. 4. We
obtained over 10,000 frames with the accompanying data
entries as shown in Fig. 3(a). After that, the images were
then down-scaled from the default resolution of 160x120
to the resolutions 120x90, 80x60 and 40x30 pixels. A
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(a) Data Composition (b) Data Distribution

Figure 3: Image Data Visualization

Figure 4: Donkey Car Simulation in Linux Environment

thing to note is that all new resolutions have the same as-
pect ratio of 4:3 as the default resolution. This was done
so as to maintain a level of consistency in our tests and
results.

After rescaling the image data as shown in Fig. 5(a),
we uploaded them separately to google colaboratory for
training. The training results in a H5 file. The H5 file is
then uploaded to the simulation vehicle to be used for in-
ference that will result in self-driving. Testing was done
only for the Keras Linear and Keras Categorical neural
network models.

5.2 Experiment Setup

We also set up an experiment by creating a simple real-
world to obtain 10,000 frames and then test the au-
tonomous car driving around the course multiple times.
We explored the influence of reducing the resolution of an

image on the speed of the self-driving vehicle. An assess-
ment of network resilience in terms of accuracy has been
done by Blasinski et al.[9]. But our system seeks to see an
increase in speed given lower resolution images. Our pro-
posed method downscales the image size from 160x120 to
120x90 pixels as shown in Fig. 5(b). Both of which have
an aspect ratio of 4:3. Having tried various image reso-
lutions, we found 120x90 to be the perfect mix between
increasing the driving response and retaining as much rel-
evant information as possible for self-driving.

We then performed evaluation on both the default sys-
tem and also the modified system. To evaluate the sys-
tem, we first got training data from the autonomous vehi-
cle using the Keras IMU model. Since Keras IMU has all
the inputs required by other models, and since colabora-
tory automatically parses the data needed for each model,
the other models can use the same training data. In other
words, there is no need of obtaining training data from
each and every model. To evaluate the system we chose
to measure the frames-per-second (FPS) and lap time of
the vehicle. Testing for the above criteria was done for the
Keras Linear and Keras Categrical neural network mod-
els. Donkey car currently only supports the old IMU
MPU6050. We found a way to implement a newer ver-
sion of IMU MPU9250 which provides more accurate re-
lay signals and we made donkey car support it.

6 Results
We tested each neural network 5 times for each evalua-
tion criteria and showed the average in the results section.
We then separated the results of testing into 2 main cate-
gories: when the system is default and when the system is
changed.

6.1 Simulation Result

Fig. 6 shows results from testing of inference of the au-
tonomous car in the simulation. We obtained four different
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(a) Downscaling Simulation Images (b) Downscaling Experiment Images

Figure 5: Downscaling Images to Different Resoultions

(a) 160 x 120 (default) (b) 120 x 90 (c) 80 x 60 (d) 40 x 30

Figure 6: Simulation results showing a gradual increase of speed as the scale of the image decreases

graphs, one for each image size. The bottom half shows
the speed at which the car self-drove itself. The results
show an increase in speed the lower the resolution gets.
Thus, with regards to our goal of increasing the speed of
self-driving, we have been successful in the simulation.

6.2 Frames-Per-Second (FPS)

We developed a frame rate recording application into the
system to record the fps during the inference stage when
the car is driving itself. This give us more insight into the
performance of the autonomous algorithms in play. The
code below was implemented in the vehicle.py file of don-
key car.

start_time = time();
counter = 0;
while(1){

counter++;
if(conter == 10){

fps = 10 / (time() - start_time);
counter = 0;
start_time = time();

}
}

Fig. 7 shows an improvement in frames-per-second after
changing the image size. This shows that a lower image
size increases the response rate of the vehicle.Compared to
[2] our system is at least 80% faster in frames-per-second
and thus more responsive.

Figure 7: Average Freames-Per-Second

6.3 Lap Time

We set up a track and Donkey car was allowed to run 5
laps around the track for each neural network model for
both the 160x120 and 120x90 image resolutions. The
total time taken to complete the 5 laps was then recorded.
Fig. 8 shows a decrease in total time taken to go round the
track once the image has been downscaled from 160x120
to 120x90 pixels. This means that we achieved an increase
in speed after downscaling the image size.
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Figure 8: Total Lap Time

7 Conclusion

In this work, we succeeded in making an RC car run faster
and have a higher response rate by downscaling the im-
age size. We have shown that we were able to obtain and
measure an increase in speed and response time for both
the simulation and on the real-world race track. By in-
creasing response time, we have made the system faster.
From our results we deduce that the categorical model is
the best in terms of consistency and reliability for research.
However, better standards and processes are required in
order to allow the creation of algorithms with better pre-
dictability and safety in mind. And although open-source
autonomous vehicles have come a long way, more work
is needed if they are to be used for serious research work
requiring very high degrees of accuracy. We hope that this
study encourages further investigation into making RC ve-
hicles more adaptable for use in research activities.
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